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Fascinating Facts:
 All our Advanced
Nutrition Programme
capsules are made
from plant fibres. This
means they dissolve
quickly in your
stomach, releasing all
the vitamin goodness
for absorption
 Hyaluronic acid
reduces wrinkles,
boots elasticity and
plumps the skin
Beauty Tips:
 With so many weird &
wonderful skincare
ingredients on the
market, it’s easy to
forget the most basic
anti-ageing hero:
water
 Want a lightweight,
long-wearing 3-in-1
foundation? Try our
New Beyond Matte
Liquid Foundation. Not
only controls shine but
also minimises the
appearance of pores

Farewell

Late Late Night

Last month we said our
goodbyes to Laura. We
would just like to take this
opportunity to thank Laura
for all her hard work over
the years and we wish her
all the very best for the
future.

Due to demand, this
Thursday 5th September
and every Thursday thereafter, until further notice,
Vicki will be in the salon
from 5.30PM - 8.30PM.
If you know you would like
an evening appointment
please book in advance as
these appointments are
likely to go very quickly.

Bear With Us
As it stands we are yet to
find a suitable Beauty
Therapist to fill Laura’s
role. Please bear with us
during this process.
Vicki and Kaye are doing
their very best to cover as
many hours as they can
between them to fit you all
in.

get some more units fitted
to allow more storage in
the rooms. Then just a few
finishing touches to
complete. We hope you
like what you see so far!

DIY Progress

New Receptionist

We have made some good
progress in the back
treatment room. All the
decorating is now complete
and electrics have been
moved. Our next step is to

This is to fill Fern’s role on
Wednesdays. Fern is due to
start college mid
September so will just be
continuing her Saturday’s.
We will keep you all
updated soon.

Product of the Month
Tri-Biobotanical

looking younger with a
healthy radiance.
Specifically formulated with * Helps to minimise the
a revolutionary combination appearance of uneven skin
tone & promote the effects
of three powerful
ingredients this “facelift in a of natural skin hydration.
jar” may assist in enhancing * Helps to improve the
the skins overall look & feel appearance of a firmer,
regenerated skin, giving a
as well as resilience. This
dynamic masque leaves the more youthful appearance.
skin feeling smoother &
Revival Masque

Price: £48.60

